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Introduction
The City College 16th Street Precise Plan is
a supplement to the San Diego City College
Facilities Master Plan published in 2006
and a compliment to the Design Guidelines
Document. The Facilities Master Plan
established a vision for growth and maturity
of the existing community college campus,
situated adjacent to the downtown core of San
Diego, California. The Master Plan outlined
“Guiding Principles” to enable a comprehensive
development process and result with a college
rich in academic and social environments
and fulfilling in professional preparation.

San Diego City College has been an integral
component of the San Diego Downtown for fifty
years, experiencing growth in attendance yet
little physical growth to accommodate academic
need. The City College 16th Street Precise Plan
outlines a strategy to implement a comprehensive
large-scale design and construction effort
to modernize and expand the academic and
physical stature of the campus. Funding for this
redevelopment effort is provided by two crucial
Bond measures approved by voters of the
State of California and County of San Diego.
Those bond measures are Proposition S, passed
in 2002 and Proposition N passed in 2006. In
their collective entirety, projects outlined in
the 16th Street Precise Plan will include new
buildings, remodeled existing facilities and
infrastructural upgrades totaling approximately
500 million dollars of project expenditures,
10 acres of redeveloped area, 700,000 GSF
of new and/or remodeled academic space,
and 1,643 new structured parking spaces. All
projects will be part of a closely coordinated
effort to realize construction completion and
occupancy within an eight year timeframe.
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The primary goal of the Precise Plan is to refine
the more generalized Master Plan vision into
a specific development strategy where all
aspects of project development are defined
in a comprehensive way, allowing for planned
phasing of academic facilities, individual project
scope definitions and a general construction
mobilization strategy. In this document
building forms and heights are envisioned to
predict spatial impacts, grading and pedestrian
accessibility. In addition, ground floor plan
elevations are defined to anticipate pedestrian
flow, define specific academic needs for ground
level use, suggest service strategies and outline
infrastructural considerations for grading,
drainage and utilities. The massing and design
elements are conceptual in nature, intended
to provide a more clear description of intent
for all involved yet allow for flexibility during
design process. Building design and building
placement, open space strategy, circulation
patterns and parking are conceptual and are
the result of substantial discussion of and
consideration for the future of the City College
campus. The design as shown is expected to
evolve and refine as each project moves forward
into development and construction stages.
However it is the hope of all involved that this
process will result in an academic environment
consistent with the vision described in this
document and that is collegial in character with
distinctive nuances and commonality of purpose.
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Facilities Master Plan Guiding
Principles
The following is the original “Guiding Principles”
authored during the Facilities Master Plan and
Academic Master Plan process. The principles
provide both visionary objectives and practical
requirements. Each project should consider the
principles and strive to contribute to its intent,
promoting a rich, diverse and comprehensive
environment for future students, staff and
visitors.
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•

Maintain a Collaborative Process
Promote College Community and City Agency
Input
Incorporate All Anticipated & Future Projects

•

Project Design
Cluster Related Academic Programs
Develop Peripheral Parking
Incorporate State-of-the-Art Technology
Allow for Building Flexibility
Incorporate Sustainable Technology

•

Campus Accessibility & Safety
Way-Finding & Convenience
Sufficient & Convenient Parking
Identify Community Outreach
Campus Pedestrian Circulation
Pedestrian & Vehicular Access Identity

•

Embrace & Enhance a Collegial Environment
Create a “Unified Campus”
Design Attractive, Diverse Outdoor Spaces
Plan Welcoming Campus Gateways
Enhance a Symbolic Presence & Strong
Identity

•

Link Campus Areas
Bridge City Streets

•

Strategize Growth & Phasing
Minimize Construction Impacts
Avoid Instructional Space Loss
Construction
Consider Long Term Growth

During
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Executive Summary
San Diego City College has initiated a period
of tremendous growth and renewal which
will culminate in complete revitalization
of the eastern region of the main campus,
identified as the 16th Street Precise Plan area.
The eventual outcome of the Precise Plan will
re-invigorate the campus and redefine City
College as a pivotal member of the downtown
San Diego core. The magnitude of academic
and physical redevelopment outlined in this
document will also inevitably have significant
impact on the immediate future of City
College as design and construction projects
begin and then evolve through traditional
schedules of implementation. Daily campus
function will be affected for years to come.
Underscoring a desire to organize and facilitate
a comprehensive strategy for development, this
Precise Plan document systematically describes
a comprehensive vision in its totality and as
individual components defined within the vision.

The 16th Street Precise Plan document
is organized to provide design teams
fundamental context information and site
planning concepts to guide conceptual design,
design development and documentation of
individual building projects within their defined
project areas. The goal is to achieve building
designs and surrounding site designs that are
expressive and practical for their respective
program and site requirements, yet consistent
and complimentary with the collective context
of the San Diego City College campus. Though
projects will likely be designed individually
and implemented within a fluid sequence
that will span several years, each project
team should evaluate and comprehend the
inevitable aesthetic and technical impacts
their respective project has upon those
projects and site areas adjacent to their own.

Campus Illustrative Masterplan - NTS
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Executive Summary continued...
This document, combined with the 2006
Facilities Master Plan and 2008 Design
Guidelines Document, will enable design
teams to follow common principles and
provide the District a basis for evaluation
and approval. The balance of the document
is divided into distinct chapters, each chapter
describing conditions, influences and intents
from points of view of scale or detail, providing
consistent design principals and addressing
design influences which guided the design
concepts shown. The following summary
outlines key elements of this document:

Chapter 3: Existing Conditions
This chapter provides an overview of existing
conditions or background information which
contributed to the 2006 Master Plan and
current Precise Plan conceptual solutions.
Notable conditions identified in this document
include significant influences of topography
and the Campus position in the San Diego
Downtown Core upon design intent, and
practical conditions of easements and
utilities which influence conceptual building
placement and future detailed building design.

Chapter 4: Precise Plan Documents
This chapters presents an overview of the 16th
Street Precise plan development as a collective
development. The Architectural and Landscape
Site Plans present design intents. Complimenting
the Site Plans are a series of diagrams
identifying
specific design components
considered in development of the site design.
Diagrams express considerations which include
aesthetic objectives such as campus image and
gateways, pedestrian paths and open space
networks, and elements of “campus fabric”
such as landscape, hardscape and gathering
space opportunities. Complimentary plans

and diagrams are included outlining Block
identification for project reference, project
phases within the overall development,
conceptual topographic strategy, conceptual
utility connections, easement considerations
and fire plan/emergency access. Noted
within the phasing diagrams are references
to infrastructure improvement projects that
will be planned, designed and constructed in
concert with the described building projects
within the 16th Street Precise Plan area.
In addition to the site plans and diagrams,
reports
summarizing
mechanical
and
electrical assessments of conditions and
suggesting requisite design implementation
strategies for service to each proposed
project is incorporated in this chapter.
Notable
design
considerations
include
development of 16th Street and C Street
as primary, peripheral pedestrian paths and
primary building entrances focused internally
to the campus. In addition, elimination of
general vehicular circulation within the campus
perimeter is proposed, permitting vehicular
access for service and emergency vehicles only.

Chapter 5: Individual Block Exhibits
This chapter describes development of each
block within the Precise Plan area on a block by
block and project by project basis. Each block
is individually depicted as a Conceptual Plan
showing architectural placement and massing,
and a Conceptual Landscape Plan showing
proposed softscape and hardscape patterns.
The conceptual site plans are followed by
diagrammatic building plans and cross- sections
describing each project in greater detail.
Information included in the building plans and
sections include approximate floor plate sizes
and composite building gross floor area as
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shown, individual floor elevations and proposed
floor to floor heights, and notable ground level
components such as building entrances and
service yards. Each plan and section graphic
is depicted to scale for clarity. In most cases,
building shapes and modulation are established
based upon a double-loaded internal corridor
concept; with common building widths ranging
between 75 feet and 90 feet. Individual
building designs and circulation systems may
vary based upon unique programmatic or site
requirements. Combining building circulation
with vertical site access is a desired preference
when appropriate. In several instances
placements of building cores, notably stairs and
elevators, may be influenced by vertical site
accessibility needs to be more cost effective.
Typical parking plan shapes shown for specific
blocks are based upon 90 degree parking,
two-way aisles and uniform parking stall
sizes. Free-standing parking structures are
anticipated to be long span design. Parking
below proposed academic buildings (Arts &
Humanities – Block 4, Future Project-Block
2) are anticipated to be two-way slabs.
The C Building (Block 4) and T Building (Block
5) are the only proposed existing structures to
be re-used. The C Building is anticipated to be
an interior remodel project. The T Building as
depicted in the Precise Plan is anticipated to
be a complete remodel – interior and exterior,
preserving only the existing structural frame
and floor slabs. Significant proposed design
amendments to the T Building include: new
service and circulation cores, an open air
light well and new perimeter enclosure.
In addition, a fourth floor addition to the
existing building may be considered when
the project is initiated into the design process.
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Chapter 6: Appendix
This
chapter
is
a
compilation
of
visual,
programmatic
and
technical
information which dictates of influences
each
individual
project
design.
Site images:
Images are intended to provide a reference
overview of the existing City College campus
environment and architecture. Notable features
include material composition, structural
expression and site circulation elements.
The campus has experienced minimal new
construction or physical expansion during
the past forty to fifty years, suggesting an
opportunity to expand the visual and experiential
qualities of the campus while respecting the
existing fabric that will remain. It must be
noted this document is intended to compliment
a separate design guidelines document that
further defines aesthetic and practical objectives
for future development of the campus.

Summary Building Program Spreadsheets:
The summary programs were compiled
simultaneous to development of the 16th
Street Precise Plan. Building placement
and size and identification of academic
neighborhoods is supported by this program
information. All information was developed
with direction and input from the faculty and
administration of San Diego City College and
is based upon needs assessed and identified
at this time. It is expected each project within
the Precise Plan area will begin with a formal
program validation and documentation
process, and current building sizes may adjust
slightly based upon updated information.
Geotechnical Report: Incorporated into this
document is a summary of a geotechnical report
published in March, 2008. Extensive testing
and fault analysis was conducted to validate

existing conditions across the 16th Street Precise
Plan area acceptable for new construction.
Confirmation of the site plan configuration
and placement of all proposed buildings is
based upon information provided within this
report. A complete version of the report is
accessible from the San Diego Community
College District, who commissioned the report.
Fault Hazard Investigation:
A summary of the Fault Hazard Investigation
conducted in March 2008 is provided. The
purpose of this study was to determine the
potential impacts of existing faults in areas
designated for future development. The
scope of work includes 4 city blocks bounded
by 15th and 16th Street, and Russ Blvd. and
Broadway, and 1 block between 16th and
17th Streets and B and C Streets.
Structural Analysis of T Building:
Incorporated into this document is a summary
of a structural analysis report published in
March, 2008. Extensive testing and analysis
was conducted to validate suitability of the
T Building structure to meet current code
standards with reasonable upgrades. The
Precise Plan document depicts a modified plan
configuration with a proposed exterior light well
created by removal of several structural bays.
This study was conceptual in nature to assess
building plan configuration potential to meet
internal programmatic function and integrate
the T Building into a greater campus circulation
network. Structural and planning assumptions
must be tested and validated during initial stages
of program validation and building design.
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Campus in the City
The City College campus is uniquely situated
next to the heart of downtown San Diego,
with close proximity to freeway access, public
transit, and residential neighborhoods.

Legend
city college
campus

major vehicular
routes

trolley line

primarily
pedestrian traffic

bus line

Inherently urban in character, San Diego City
College serves both local residents and those
who commute into downtown everyday.
Vehicular access from the I-5, 163 and 94
freeways are all within a ½ mile radius of the
campus. The campus is bordered by Balboa
Park on the northern edge, the I-5 on the
east, East Village on the southern edge and
downtown commercial core to the west.
As such, there is an influx of pedestrians,
vehicular commuters and transit users who
travel through and to the campus daily.

SDCC
NORTH
CAMPUS

freeway access

balboa
park

163

I-5

russ blvd.

Public transit includes the City College Trolley
stop on Park Boulevard at C Street, and
access to the blue and orange city bus lines.
B Street operates as a major vehicular feeder
into both the campus and the city at large,
while Park Boulevard is the main north/south
vehicular access. C Street and Broadway are
also important vehicular routes within close
proximity to the campus.

a street

SDCC
MAIN
CAMPUS

b street
civic
center

adius

1 mile r

c street

94

gaslamp

n
ce ven
nt ti
er on

17th street

16th street

15th street

14th street

11th avenue

10th avenue

broadway
9th avenue

co

The campus is located within a 1 mile radius
to Horton Plaza, the city’s historic Gaslamp
district, the Civic Center, and Petco Park.
13th street

east
village

park blvd.

horton
plaza

Russ Blvd

e street

B Street

f street
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16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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Base Plan ° Main Campus Area
russ blvd.
The Study Area, identified by the outline, is
currently a mix of surface parking, and small
scale, single or two storey buildings. The
northern half of the Study Area is predominantly surface parking with access from 16th
Street and Russ Boulevard. The central
portion, between B and C Street’s and west
of 16th Street contains a single level college
building (Building S), and surface parking on
either side. Access to this block is from 16th
Street and C Street.

E
T
D

J

A

B

M

The edge of B Street just prior to entry under
Curran Plaza is bordered by pines on the
southern edge and other large trees on the
northern edge. The southwestern block of
the Study Area is currently a mix of low-rise
residential, and single storey commercial.
Building F is the current Child Development
Center, with related outdoor areas and surface
parking.

L
b street

F

C

S

park blvd.

R

EXISTING BUILDINGS
GREENSPACE

17th street

LEGEND

16th street

15th street

c street

Russ Blvd

16TH STREET PRECISE PLAN
STUDY AREA
B Street

TREES
EXISTING BUILDING IDENTIFICATION

Key Plan
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16th Street

C Street

15th Street

A
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“Unified” Campus Concept
russ blvd.
One of the central themes outlined in the
Facilities Masterplan (2006), is the notion of
creating a “unified” campus.
Central to this idea, were the following
concepts:
• enhancement of the Park Blvd green
space
• creation of academic neighborhoods
• enhancement of the Campus’ peripheral
image, and pedestrian access
• organized and phased development which included the acquisition of Blocks
1 and 3

MATH/ENGINEERING
SCIENCES

STUDENT
SERVICES

b street

HUMANITIES/
VISUAL ARTS

park blvd.

LEARNING
RESOURCES

PARK BLVD GREEN SPACE
ACADEMIC NEIGHBORHOODS

VOCATIONAL
ARTS

17th street

16th street

LEGEND

15th street

c street

Russ Blvd

B Street

SDCC ACQUISITIONS
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16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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Topographic Plan
russ blvd.
Significant topographical change is a primary
characteristic of the Study Area. 16th Street
in particular has a significant grade change
of 45 feet from Russ Boulevard to B Street,
and continues to C Street with another 20
foot grade decline. B Street also experiences
considerable grade change from 16th Street
to the Curran Plaza overpass (15 feet). As
a consequence, the street edge of the existing blocks are typically bordered by berms or
steep downward slopes.

E
T
D

J

A

B

M

These major topographical shifts pose challenges to the development of building entry
points, landscaping, street edges and the linking of the campus between blocks.

L
b street

F

C

S

R

17th street

16th street

15th street

park blvd.

c street

Russ Blvd

B Street
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16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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Existing Easements

EXISTING
BUILDING A

Russ Blvd

B Street
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16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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Existing Utility Plan
Water Supply - The project site is surrounded
			
by a looping water main system.
Block 1
There is an existing 6” line in Broadway, 12” line
in 16th Street, 6” line in C Street and a 16” line
in 17th Street.
Block 2
There is an existing 6” line in C Street, 12” line in
16th Street, 16” line in B Street and an 16” line
in 17th Street.
Block 3
There is an existing 6” line in Broadway, 12” line
in 16th Street, 6” line in C Street and an 8” line in
15th Street. *
Block 4
There is an existing 16” line in B Street, 12” line
in 16th Street, 6” line in C Street and an 8” line in
the vacated 15th Street corridor. *
Block 5
There is an existing 16” line in B Street, 12” line in
16th Street, 12” line in Russ Blvd. and an 8” line
in the vacated 15th Street corridor. *
*The existing 8” line in the 15th Street corridor
is planned to be upgraded to a 12” line by the
City of San Diego, and is currently in the design
process.

Sanitary Sewer
Block 1
The 16th Street Corridor has existing 6”
sewer main. The VTC project has differed
the requirement from the City to upgrade the
existing 6” line to a 10” line in 16th Street. This
deferral was accomplished thru a Memorandum
of Understanding between the District and the
Metropolitan Wastewater Department. The next
development by the District that connects to the
16th Street sewer will be required to upgrade
the system from the manhole in Broadway to the
extents of that project.
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Block 2
Both 16th and 17th Streets have existing 6” sewer
mains.
Blocks 3, 4, & 5
Both 15th and 16th Streets both have existing 6”
sewer mains.

Storm water
Block 1
The site is comprised of two basins; half the site
drains to the Southwest, collecting at the Northwest
corner of 16th Street and Broadway, the other half
of the site drains to the Northeast, collecting in the
Southwest corner of 17th and C Streets.
Block 2
The site naturally drains to the Southeast, collecting
at the Northwest corner of 17th and C Streets.
Block 3
The site naturally drains to the Southwest, collecting
at the Northwest corner of 15th Street and Broadway.
The site currently is drained with curb outlets along
15th, 16th Street and Broadway. There is an existing
110” storm drain in 16th Street.
Block 4
The site naturally drains to the Southeast, collecting
at the Northwest corner of 16th Street and C Street.
The storm water flows from the corner east along C
Street where it is collected by an existing curb inlet
east of 17th Street. The site currently is drained with
curb outlets along 16th Street and C Street. There is
an existing 110” storm drain in 16th Street.
Block 5
The site naturally drains to the Southeast, collecting
at the Northwest corner of 16th Street and B Street.
The storm water is collected by an existing curb inlet
east of 17th Street. The site currently captures offsite flows from the intersection of Russ Blvd. at 15th
Street and conveys the flows via a 36” storm drain
that runs thru the site. The 36” storm drain connects
to an existing 110” storm drain in 16th Street.
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Existing SDG&E Electrical Services
Utility Plan
The SDG&E (San Diego Gas and Electric)
easement runs through Blocks 4 and 5 in
a north-south orientation and service the
Campus as whole. This underground easement may contain high voltage under-ground
feeders, underground vaults, high voltage pad
mount switches, power pad mount transformers and underground gas distribution. No
building structures are allowed on the delineated easement areas. Other restrictions may
apply.

Russ Blvd

B Street
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16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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russ blvd.

A primary goal of this Precise Plan is to
facilitate development of the 16th Street
Corridor, and carry forward the larger ideas
of the Facilities Masterplan of 2006; to
create a unified college campus with clearly
identified academic neighborhoods linked
by greenspace and pedestrian pathways, set
within the urban fabric of the downtown.

PARKING
STRUCTURE
F.F.E. 112.00’

“T” BUILDING
F.F.E. 108.00’

fire lane

SCIENCE BUILDING
F.F.E. 109.00’

SCIENCE
BUILDING
F.F.E. 90.00’

connect to existing
walkway system

central plant

b street

BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
BUILDING
F.F.E. 76.00’

existing service lane

Architectural Site Plan

The architectural site plan establishes this
framework by addressing key building sites
and their related green space areas, pedestrian
and accessible paths to buildings and campus
spaces, vertical circulation, and the provision
of adequate parking to address current
parking needs. Building entry elevations
and locations are defined, as are areas of
hardscape and greenspace. In addition,
emergency access routes and vehicular
entry points have been placed based upon
a conceptual design and adjacency review.

FUTURE EXPANSION
F.F.E. 82.00’

walkway above

sculpture garden

fire lane

CHILD CARE
FACILITY
F.F.E. 70.00’

kiln yard

park blvd.

service yard

ARTS & HUMANITIES
BUILDING
F.F.E. 91.00’

building
above

ARTS & HUMANITIES
BUILDING
F.F.E. 76.00’

CHILD CARE
FACILITY
F.F.E. 70.00’

LEGEND

GENERAL
CLASSROOM
BUILDING
F.F.E. 71.00’

CAREER
TECHNOLOGY
CENTER
F.F.E. 60.00’

B Street

loading

PROPOSED LANDSCAPE

C Street

Key Plan
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16th Street

PROPOSED BUILDINGS

EXISTING
GREENSPACE

PARKING
STRUCTURE
F.F.E. 71.00’

Russ Blvd

15th Street

EXISTING BUILDINGS

16th street

15th street

c street
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russ blvd

Diagram ° Study Area Blocks
Block 1 - Career Technology Center
Block 2 - Child Development Center
Program includes classrooms, daycare area,
outdoor space and related support areas.
Block 3 - General Classroom Bldg & Parking
400+
space
parking
structure
with
pedestrian access to C Street.
Program
includes classroom space, Health Center
and retail space. Loading area and access
along 16th Street and C Street are provided.

block 5
block 5

Block 4 - Arts & Humanities, Business Technology
Arts precinct with two building sites, the main
Arts and Humanities Building and Business
Technology, linked by a large green space with
hardscape. Other amenities include kiln &
service yards, and a proposed sculpture garden
attached to the Arts and Humanities building.
In addition, the provision of an exterior
stair connected to the existing C building.

b street

block 2
block 4

block 4

block 2

c street

block 3

Block 5 - Science bldg, Parking, Renovate “T”
Includes a new Science building, parking
structure, and renovations to the existing
“T” building.
These renovations will
encompass vertical circulation for the building
and campus use, and an area dedicated
to future expansion.
Landscape elements
include a large turfed gathering space.

Russ Blvd

block 1
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block 1

B Street

C Street

Key Plan

16th Street

block 3

15th Street

17th street

16th street

15th street

14th street

broadway
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russ blvd

Link Campus
“Green Spaces”

Diagram ° Planning Strategy
At the core of the planning strategy are
concepts of unifying the campus within the
context of the surrounding urban fabric, and
creation of an identity for City College. More
specifically, the definition of the campus on
the eastern edge is outlined in three principles:
linking of greenspace, creation of a “campus
gateway” at the intersections of 16th street
and Broadway, C and B Streets respectively, and
reflection of the contextual urban street edge
of the bordering East Village Neighborhood.

b street

Create Campus
Gateway
Experience

The intent is to create a visual link of the two
large greenspaces of the Arts and Science
precincts with the enhancement of the existing
treed area to the south of B Street, and mirroring
this landscape on the northern face of the street.
The term “campus gateway” refers to the
use of architectural and landscape elements
to define arrival points for the campus as
a whole. At this stage, these elements are
envisioned as a combination of building
form, landscaped elements, and hardscape.

c street

Respect the City’s
Urban Street Edges

The character of the urban street edge is
defined by buildings in close proximity to
the street, street trees and a pedestrian
oriented
scale
of
this
streetscape.

Russ Blvd
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Key Plan

16th Street

C Street

15th Street

17th street

16th street

15th street

14th street

broadway
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russ blvd

Diagram ° Development Phasing
		
Sequence
The following 4 diagrams reflect the phasing
sequence for new construction and renovation
projects and future projects identified within the
scope of the 16th Street Precise Plan Area. Support
efforts which will facilitate program relocation and
expansion, such as swing space preparation and
temporary access means are not identified in this
overview but must be considered and planned for as
individual project designs mature and construction
mobilization takes place. It is anticipated that these
support projects will be addressed on an individual
case by case basis regarding scope and duration of
such project.
All construction within the 16th Street Precise Plan
is graphically depicted in four sequential phases of
development. Each sequential phase is shown on
an individual diagram. Individual projects within
the 16th Street Precise Plan area are graphically
depicted in one of three project phases. Though
project schedules are fluid and not always in
complete alignment the phases as shown generally
convey project efforts occurring during similar time
frames. Exact dates are not addressed as this is to
be considered a more strategic overview of project
sequencing. Projects identified in the respective
diagrams are depicted in one of the following
project phases:

b street

c street
construction phase
design phase
occupied
future

•
•
•

Design (including
Review and Preconstruction)
Construction (including Mobilization and
Demobilization)
Occupied

		

diagram one

Projects in Design:
• Block 3 General Classroom Building
100,000 GSF / 440 parking spaces
• Block 4 Humanities Building 		
110,000 GSF / 40 parking spaces
• Block 4 Business Technology Building
75,000 GSF
• Block 5 Sciences Building
107,500 GSF
• Central Plant / Service-Maintenance Yard
• 16th Street Infrastructure Upgrade
(Utilities from Broadway to Russ Blvd)
Project in Construction:
• Career Technology Center and associated
parking structure
85,000 GSF / 700 parking spaces

Russ Blvd

Information incorporated into the respective
diagrams includes:

City College 16th Street Precise Plan °

San Diego Community College District

•
•
•

Location and general footprint of new or
remodel structures
Site boundaries associated with each identified
project scope
Construction mobilization/staging areas not
within a project site boundary
Sequential tabulation of total parking spaces
provided during each phase sequence

B Street

C Street

Key Plan

16th Street

•

15th Street

17th street

16th street

15th street

14th street

broadway
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Diagram ° Development Phasing
		
Sequence
		

diagram two

Projects in Design:
• C Building Renovation
50,000 GSF
• T Building Renovation / Engineering
Technology
150,000 GSF (new construction and 		
remodel)
• Child Development Center
30,000 GSF

b street

potential
construction
staging area

c street
construction phase

Projects in Construction:
• Block 3 General Classroom Building
100,000 GSF / 440 parking spaces
• Block 4 Humanities Building
110,000 GSF / 40 parking spaces
• Block 4 Business Technology Building
75,000 GSF
• Block 5 Sciences Building
107,500 GSF
• Central Plant / Service-Maintenance Yard
• 16th Street Infrastructure Upgrade
(Utilities from Broadway to Russ Blvd)
Projects Occupied:
• Career Technology Center and associated
parking structure
85,000 GSF / 700 parking spaces

design phase
occupied
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B Street

C Street

Key Plan

16th Street

17th street

16th street

15th street

14th street

broadway

Russ Blvd

15th Street

future
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Diagram ° Development Phasing
		
Sequence
		
diagram three

russ blvd
potential
construction
staging area

Projects in Construction:
• C Building Renovation
50,000 GSF
• T Building Renovation / Engineering
Technology
150,000 GSF (new construction and 		
remodel)
• Child Development Center
30,000 GSF
Projects Occupied:
• Block 3 General Classroom Building
100,000 GSF / 440 parking spaces
• Block 4 Humanities Building
110,000 GSF / 40 parking spaces
• Block 4 Business Technology Building
75,000 GSF
• Block 5 Sciences Building
107,500 GSF
• Central Plant / Service-Maintenance Yard
• Career Technology Center and associated
parking structure
85,000 GSF / 700 parking spaces

b street

c street
construction phase
design phase
occupied
future

Future Projects:
• Block 2 Academic Building and associated
parking structure (Future not-programmed
Project)
50,000 GSF / 150 parking spaces
• Block 5 Parking Structure
440 parking spaces

Russ Blvd

broadway
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Key Plan

16th Street

C Street

15th Street

17th street

16th street

15th street

14th street

B Street
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Diagram ° Development Phasing
		
Sequence
		
diagram four

russ blvd

b street

c street
construction phase
design phase

Projects Occupied:
• C Building Renovation
50,000 GSF
• T Building Renovation / Engineering
Technology
150,000 GSF (new construction and 		
remodel)
• Child Development Center
30,000 GSF
• 16th Street Infrastructure Upgrade
(Utilities from Broadway to Russ Blvd)
• Block 3 General Purpose Classroom
Building
100,000 GSF / 440 parking spaces
• Block 4 Humanities Building
110,000 GSF / 40 parking spaces
• Block 4 Business Technology Building
75,000 GSF
• Block 5 Sciences Building
107,500 GSF
• Central Plant / Service-Maintenance Yard
• Career Technology Center and associated
parking structure
85,000 GSF / 700 parking spaces
• Block 2 Academic Building and associated
parking structure (Future not-programmed
Project)
50,000 GSF / 150 parking spaces
• Block 5 Parking Structure
440 parking spaces

occupied
future

Russ Blvd

broadway
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Key Plan

16th Street

C Street

15th Street

17th street

16th street

15th street

14th street

B Street
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Gathering Space

Diagram ° Pedestrian Paths & 		
		
Green Space
Design intent is to develop a series of spaces
which are diverse in character and which can
accommodate a variety of activities ranging
from work, rest, play, study and gathering space
for different sized groups of people. Diversity
in scale, plant material and hardscape material
serve to define the nature these spaces, which
include plazas, treed areas, transitional points
at building entries, and secondary gathering
points at junctures between buildings.

‘Organic’ Landscape
b street

Larger gathering areas are intended to promote
a sense of place for each of the academic
neighbourhoods, and include a large open
greenspace adjacent to the Science Building
(Block 5) and a more formal plaza in Block 4,
which serves as a focal point for the Arts, and is
characterized by a more defined arrangement
of landscaped and hardscaped areas.
The character of thegreen space on either side
of B Street is “organic” in nature, and intended
to preserve existing tree stands and is defined
by existing landscape forms and topography.

c street

Transitional / Arrival Points

Transitional spaces are intended to define
building entry points, and operate as
smaller gathering points for students and
faculty. These areas are smaller in scale,
and include a combination of hardscape,
seating, and small scaled landscape elements.

Russ Blvd
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B Street

Key Plan

16th Street

C Street

15th Street

17th street

16th street

15th street

14th street

broadway
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Diagram ° Accessible Routes
The City College campus is characterised by
significant changes in elevation, and as such,
poses unique challenges in terms of access to
all buildings by persons requiring assistance.
Through the use of elevators strategically
placed relative to proposed building entry
points, the intent is to provide vertical
circulation for both building user groups
and those travelling through the campus.

b street

c street

Accessible Path of Travel
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B Street

C Street

Key Plan

16th Street

17th street

16th street

15th street

14th street

broadway

Russ Blvd

15th Street

Vertical Circulation
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Diagram ° Vehicular & Service
		
Access

The intent of the parking and service
access plan is to provide ease of access
while minimizing the visual impact of these
entrances from the street, thus maintaining
the integrity of the surrounding urban fabric.
High vehicular traffic from the adjacent I-5,
163, and 94 freeways, and Broadway, F, G,
and Park Blvd, is compounded by the lack of
sufficient parking for students and faculty.
Proposed parking access locations are driven
by street topography and the need to minimize
potential traffic congestion on feeder streets.

b street

Service access to programmed buildings is
located such that loading areas are functional
for anticipated building layouts, and sited
on secondary streets to minimize service
vehicle congestion on primary access routes.

c street

Parking Access
Service Access

broadway

Russ Blvd

Vehicular Path
of Travel
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Key Plan

16th Street

C Street

15th Street

17th street

16th street

15th street

14th street

B Street
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5

6

Parking Resevoirs
Structure 5
320 Spaces
27,500 square feet/level
6 levels
Structure 6 - existing
200 Spaces
3 levels

Diagram ° Structured Parking

Current parking figures for the Campus totals
1075 spaces for approximately 14,000 students,
faculty and staff, or a ratio of 1 space for every
15 students.
Though there is ample access
to transit, this current parking provision creates
high demand for parking spaces and causes
undue impact on adjacent neighborhoods.
The proposed parking plan within the
16th Street Study Area, provides for a
total of 1843 spaces in 5 new and one
existing
structured
parking
facilities.

b street

2
4
c street

San Diego Community College District

Composite
1843 Spaces

Russ Blvd

B Street

C Street

Key Plan

16th Street

Structure 3
425 Spaces
19,700 square feet/level
6 levels
Subterranean

15th Street

17th street

16th street

15th street

14th street

broadway
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Structure 4
47 Spaces
16,200 square feet/level
1 level
Subteranean
Structure 1
700 Spaces
20,000 square feet/level
10.5 levels

1

3

Structure 2
151 Spaces
22,300 square feet/level
4 levels
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Landscape/Hardscape Plan		

The landscape and pedestrian realm (hardscape)
will be the fabric in which the new buildings
and the existing campus unite. This fabric will
provide both integration as well as distinction,
formulate the nature of the outdoor spaces
and weave the campus into the overall city
environs. The landscape will also have a major
role in promoting sustainability, including
storm water management, infiltration,
microclimate control and solar mitigation.
The organization of the open spaces is as critical
to the campus master plan success as is the
organization and orientation of the buildings.
The resultant spaces between the buildings
will be well considered for their functional,
environmental and aesthetic characteristics.
These outdoor “rooms” and “corridors” will
contribute to the overall educational experience
and could even expand the classroom’s offerings.
The following key outdoor spaces are envisioned:
1. Portals
2. Streetscape
3. Gathering Spaces
4. Links and Corridors
5. Campus Fabric

Russ Blvd

B Street
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16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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highly visible,
emblematic
trees

Landscape Diagram ° Portals
The intent of the portals is to demarcate the
entries into campus. Portals are along the
major street corridors as well as at specific
entrances to building clusters. The auto
oriented campus portal, arriving from the
east, is along B Street, as one passes over 16th
and under the campus. Currently the south
side is flanked by a dense grove of pines and
other trees, demarking the campus. With new
development on the north side, the dense
grove will be mirrored, framing the passage
and delineating the campus environment.

enhanced
paving to create
threshold

seating for
gathering and
information signage

Pedestrian oriented portals exist at the clusters
of buildings within the East Campus. One,
at the northwest corner of C Street and 16th
Street, marks the entry into the Arts District
and one, at the entry of B Street and 16th
Street, announces the entry into the Science
and Engineering District. Mid-block along
16th Street, south of Russ Boulevard, a lesser
portal connects this district with the adjacent
parking reservoir. Portals will have significant
emblematic large trees that are highly visible
and distinct from the regular street tree pattern.
Portals will have areas of enhanced paving,
differentiating them from the surrounding street
and creating a pedestrian threshold. Portals will
also provide seating, eddies for gathering and
waiting, and informational/directional signage.

Russ Blvd

B Street
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16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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double row of
trees to mark
the edge of the
campus

single row of
shade trees

Landscape Diagram ° Streetscape
The intent of the streetscape treatment is to blend
City College campus with the surrounding
East Village streets in Centre City. New
development in the downtown is incrementally
implementing street tree guidelines by CCDC.
16th Street is envisioned as a ‘green street’
whose character is being defined by CCDC in
subsequent studies. Adjacent to City College,
the intent is to reflect the regular (40 foot)
spacing of street trees that will create a shaded
pedestrian canopy. A double row of trees is
suggested for the west side of 16th Street to
mark the campus. Trees will be in tree wells
within the paving and provide the necessary
root and aeration required by the city code.

existing surrounding
East Village streets

Russ Blvd

B Street
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16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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gathering areas
with focal
point

smaller building
entry gathering
point

Landscape Diagram ° Gathering
				
Spaces
The intent of the gathering spaces is to expand
the campus interaction to areas outside the
classroom, providing social gathering, reading,
seating and pedestrian spaces outside to
compliment the built environment. Each
district will have a major gathering area in the
core of the district and smaller nodes at major
building entries. Each major gathering area
will include a plaza and/or lawn area for casual
seating, benches and/or seat walls that offer
seating in both sun and shade and for both large
and small groups, and each gathering area will
have a focal point, either natural or sculptural
and could consist of an art element, water
feature, focal planting, or building element.
The smaller gathering nodes should relate to
the building’s major entries and include seating
and furniture such as trash urns, signage and
bicycle racks where appropriate.
Seating
should be offered in both sun and shaded
areas. These areas should be primarily paved,
due to their high pedestrian volume, and have
planted areas contained in either large planters
or raised beds to protect them from foot traffic.

paved areas with
planters and/or
raised beds

Russ Blvd

B Street
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16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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hard surface
paving

Landscape Diagram ° Links & 		
				
Corridors
Links and Corridors are the ways pedestrians
move throughout the campus and between
buildings at grade. The intent is to make these
links direct and safe for persons of all levels
of mobility. Corridors should be paved with a
hard surface in the major pedestrian areas, and
supplemented by permeable paving wherever
possible to reduce runoff and increase natural
water infiltration. Paths should offer seat walls or
benches at regular intervals to provide respites.

permeable paving

Wherever there are grade changes that
require stairs or ramps, the vertical circulation
of the buildings (elevators) should also
be used and connected into this outdoor
system to facilitate the steep grade changes.

vertical circulation

Russ Blvd

B Street
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16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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plant specimens

Landscape Diagram ° Campus 		
				
Fabric
The surrounding landscape should be thought
of as positive rather than leftover space, as
these areas provide substantial areas of water
infiltration, aesthetics and solar control as
well as buffering buildings from streets and
adjacent uses. They should be planted with
an understory to prevent erosion and a tree
canopy to create the desired effect. They
should compliment their adjacent corridors
or gathering spaces as well as respond
to the building’s architectural patterns.

plant specimens

All plant materials should take into account
the goals of drought tolerance and climate
mitigation. All planted areas of campus should
be irrigated with a low water use system and/or
reclaimed water system. Tree placement should
take into account shading and wind patterns
and be utilized to enhance the pedestrian
enjoyment of the outdoor environment.

plant specimens

Russ Blvd

B Street
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16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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Topographic Plan
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PARKING
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FF 126.0
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1ST FLR FF 109.0
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FF 101.5
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FS 107.8

FS 122.0

FS 105.4
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FF 105.5

FS 108.0

FS 102.7

FF 90.0

FS 102.2

Block 1
It is recommended that the entire site be mass
graded due to its stand-alone nature. The site
will require an export of approximately 34,000
cubic yards of dirt. The proposed finish floor
has been set at an elevation of 66 to be 1 foot
above the “AO” FEMA floodplain that traverses
thru the site. Any portion of the building below
an elevation of 66 will need to be waterproofed.
Block 2
It is recommended that the entire site be mass
graded at one time to help balance the site.
The site will require movement of approximately 5,500 cubic yards of dirt. The proposed
finish floors are set within a one-foot tolerance.

FS 90.1
FS 89.8

FS 88.9

Block 3
It is recommended that the entire site be mass
graded at one time to help balance the site. The
site will require movement of approximately
2,500 cubic yards of dirt. The proposed finish floors are set within a one-foot tolerance.*

FS 88.8

FS 98.4
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91.00'

94.00'

102.00'

76.00'

89.00'

74.00'
83.00'

91.00'

106.00'

76.00'

106.00'
76.00'

72.00'

92.00'

Block 4
It is recommended that the entire site be mass
graded at one time to help balance the site. The
site will require movement of approximately
3,300 cubic yards of dirt. The proposed finish floors are set within a one-foot tolerance.*

87.00'

Block 5
The site will require movement of approximately 2,200 cubic yards of dirt. The proposed finish floors are set within a one-foot tolerance.*
PARKING
STRUCTURE
FF 71.0

GENERAL
CLASSROOM
BUILDING
FF 71.0
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the project with a zero import and export of soil
Phasing:
It is the design team’s recommendation to
design and construct Block Four as one project and prior to any construction in Block
Five. The project site’s existing topography
lends itself to a mass grading effort. To divide
the Humanities and Business building would
cause excess import and export from the site.
The project proposes a visual and pedestrian
opening into the campus from the corner
of 16th Street and C Street. The opening is
bound on both sides by the two buildings. It
would be very difficult to achieve this pedestrian and visual corridor during construction.
Block Four’s construction will provide vital sanitary sewer upgrades from Broadway
to service the future Block Five. The District may elect to perform the Sanitary Sewer upgrades as a separate project phased
before the construction of the two blocks.
It is the design team’s recommendation to
construct Block Five after the construction of
Block Four’s infrastructure is complete. Block
Five’s phasing has fewer limitations than Block
Four’s. It is our recommendation that the T
and Science Buildings be constructed in the first
phase, followed by the Parking Structure and
ultimately the Future Building. This will allow
the public improvements be sequenced from
South to North to match the Sewer upgrades.

* With this tolerance and the proposed buildings area, adjustments can be made to provide
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Utilities - Infrastructure Plan
Water Supply: Proposed
Block 1
It is our recommendation that the parking structure
connect to the existing 16” line in 17th Street
and the building connect to the existing 12” line
in 16th Street to better accommodate site layout.

PARKING
STRUCTURE
1ST FLR FF 112.0
2ND FLR FF 126.0

"T" BUILDING
1ST FLR FF 108.0

NORTHERN
SCIENCE BUILDING
1ST FLR FF 109.0
2ND FLR FF 116.5

Block 2
We recommend that both building sites connect
to the existing 16” line in 17th Street, to prevent
extensive traffic control issues related with a
connection in 16th Street and to avoid unsightly
apparatuses in the 16th Street Green Street.
Block 3
We recommend that both buildings connect to
the existing 8” line in 15th Street, to prevent
extensive traffic control issues related with a
connection in C Street and to avoid unsightly
apparatuses in the 16th Street Green Street.
Block 4
We recommend that the Humanities building
connect to the water line in the 15th Street
Corridor while the Business building connect to
the existing 12” waterline in 16th Street. This is
to prevent extensive traffic control issues related
with a connection in C Street and to avoid cost
implications caused by connecting to a 16” pipeline.

89.00'
83.00'

Block 5
We recommend that the proposed buildings
connect to the water lines in the 15th Street
Corridor or to 16th Street, to prevent extensive
traffic control issues related with a connection
in B Street and to avoid cost implications
caused by connecting to a 16” pipeline.

PARKING
STRUCTURE
FF 71.0

GENERAL
CLASSROOM
BUILDING
FF 71.0
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Sanitary Sewer: Proposed
Block 1
It is recommended that the building connect
to the 6” in 16th Street while the Garage
should connect to the 8” main in 17th Street.

Block 2
This project will require the upgrade of the 6”
line to a 10” line in 16th Street from the manhole
in Broadway to the manhole in B Street and may
require an upgrade of the 6” to an 8” line in
17th Street from the manhole in C Street to the
manhole in B Street. The upgrades in 16th Street
can service both the Future Expansion and the
Child Development Center. It is recommended
that both buildings connect to 16th Street to
avoid being conditioned by the City of San
Diego to upgrade the 6” line in 17th Street.
Block 3
This project will require the upgrade of the 6”
line to an 10” line in both 15th and16th Streets
from the manhole in Broadway to the manhole
in C Street. This upgrade in 16th Street will
service the Business building and Block Two.
The upgrade in 15th Street will service the
Humanities Building. Both upgrades will provide
the groundwork for Block Five’s utility upgrades.
Block 4
This project will require the upgrade of the 6”
line to an 8” line in both 15th and16th Streets
from the manhole in Broadway to the manhole
in B Street. This upgrade in 16th Street will
service the Business building and the future
Child Development Center.
The upgrade
in 15th Street will service the Humanities
Building.
Both upgrades will provide the
groundwork for Block Five’s utility upgrades.
Block 5
This project will require the upgrade of the
6” line to an 8” line in both 15th and16th
Streets from the manhole in B Street to the
manhole in Russ Blvd. This upgrade in 16th
Street will service the Science and Future
Building. The upgrade in 15th Street will
service the T- Building and parking Garage
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Block 4
An emergency access road and hammerhead
will be provided between the Humanities buildings and adjacent to the Sculpture Garden. The
hammerhead has been extended to provide
service loading and unloading for the Theatre

FS 102.7

99.00'

access
will
surrounding

FS 15.7

FF 109.0

FS 108.5

Access:
Block 1
Emergency
from
the

San Diego Community College District

Block 5
Block Five provides an accessible route from
the corner of 16th and B Streets to the rest of
the campus. Accessibility is obtained by using
elevators within the Science building to deliver
students to the second tier plaza of Block Five.
The plaza will also be accessible to the proposed Parking Structure, Future Building and
the mid-block cross walk in 16th Street. The TBuilding will provide the accessible route from
the plaza to Buildings A and L that connect to
the south and west portions of the campus.
An emergency access road and hammerhead
will be provided between the Science and Future Building as well as between the Parking
Structure and T Building. Both access roads
are intended to double as pedestrian corridors.
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Mechanical Report
Executive Summary
MA Engineers has been retained by Carrier
Johnson to perform a feasibility study for
the replacement and/or expansion of the
existing central plant serving the City College
Campus. As part of this analysis we have
evaluated the heating and cooling loads for the
existing buildings as well as the future planned
buildings.
The existing central heating and cooling plant is
relatively new and has very efficient equipment
(high efficiency chillers, boilers, etc). The central
heating plant has capacity to accommodate the
future load. The central cooling plant does not
have any capacity left. Also, the chiller plant
operates at a Delta T of 10°F (44°F - 54°F) which
is not optimum for a campus application.
Both central heating and cooling plants can
be further modified and expanded to optimize
the operations. The Delta T must be improved
for the chilled water system. A series of
recommendations are listed herein.

Description of Existing Systems
Existing Chiller Plant
The existing chiller plant is located on the
ground level of Building L. It consists of four 80Ton Multistack Chillers. The KW/Ton for these
chillers is 0.649. These chillers are less than
two years old and utilize refrigerant R-134A
which is an environmentally friendly product.
They are equipped with variable frequency
drives (VFDs). The chilled water system also
employs a primary/secondary chilled water
pumping system. The respective cooling tower
is located in the outdoor equipment yard
(refer to photo-2). There is also a 150-Ton air
cooled chiller which runs in parallel to existing
Multistack chillers. The air cooled chillers is
also located in the equipment yard (refer to
Photo-1). The layout of this plant is shown in
Figure-1. The arrangement of the cooling tower

and air cooled chiller is also shown in Figure-1
and photos 1, 2 & 3. The chilled water flow
diagram is show in Figure-2.
The chilled water is provided to the following
buildings:

hot water piping (underground) is an 8” pipe.
These boilers provide hot water to the following
buildings:
Name

Function

Sq. Footage

Est. Heating
Load (kBTU/hr)

Building D

Cafeteria / Classrooms

32,000

640
1,500

Name

Function

Sq.
Footage

Est. Cooling
Load (tons)

Building M

Sciences Building

25,000

Building A

Classroom / Offices

70,000

200

Building L

Classrooms / Library

40,000

800

Building D

Cafeteria / Classrooms

32,000

100

TOTAL

100,000

2,940

Building M

Sciences Building

25,000

160

Building T

Classrooms / Computer Rooms

110,000

275

Building L

Classrooms / Library

40,000

110

277,000

845

TOTAL

We recommend a diversity factor of at least
75% be applied for sizing the central cooling
plant. This would bring the total cooling load
demand to approximately 600 – 650 Tons. The
existing plant has 550 Tons (400 Tons of
Multistack and a 150 Ton air cooled) of cooling
capacity. There is no capacity left in the existing
central cooling plant to accommodate any
future load. The Multistack chiller, outdoor
cooling tower and the respective chilled and
condenser water pumps are less than two years
old. The existing 10” chilled water underground
piping is the original. The existing 150 Ton air
cooled chiller is also the original and utilizes
R-22 refrigerant which is not an environmentally
friendly product. The entire chilled water
system operates on a 10° Delta T (44°F - 54°F)
which is not typical for a campus environment.
Existing Boiler Plant
The central heating plant consists of four high
efficiency boilers (Patterson-Kelly N-2000-2)
located in Building L ground level. The boiler
room is adjacent to the chiller room. These
boilers have an input of 2,000 kBTU/hr and an
output of 1,700 kBTU/hr. They operate at a 25°
Delta T (155°F - 180°F). The boiler room layout
is shown in Figure-1. The heating hot water
system employs a primary/secondary pumping
system as shown in Figure-3. The main heating
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The total capacity of all four boilers is 6,800
kBTU/hr and is a lot more than the existing
connected heating load. This boiler plant
can handle substantial additional load. The
underground heating hot water piping is the
original system but all the boilers and respective
pumps are less than two years old.

Recommendations
The future planned buildings are best illustrated
by Figure-4. The new buildings will be added
on the existing campus, to the south of B and
C Streets and to the east of Park Blvd. For this
report, we will only focus on the addition of
the buildings on the existing campus (north of
B Street) and the buildings to the south of B
Street but north of C Street.
There are two ways that the existing central
heating and cooling plants can be expanded.
1. Create a common location for the existing
buildings as well as the planned buildings. A
possible location for the expanded central plant
could be the existing equipment yard as shown
in photos 4 & 5. This would be next to the
existing cooling tower and air cooled chiller. In
this case, the chilled and hot water piping will
be installed underneath the connecting bridge
of B Street for access to the buildings to the
south of B Street as shown in Photo-6.
2. Expand the existing central plant for the
buildings to the north of B Street and build a
new central plant for the planned new buildings

San Diego Community College District

to the south of B Street.
These options need to be reviewed by the owner.
In general terms, having one central plant for all
the buildings is more energy efficiency and will
result in less maintenance.
Chiller Plant
As mentioned in the previous sections, the
existing chiller plant does not have enough
capacity. In addition, it operates at a Delta T
of 10° (44°F - 54°F) which is not typical for a
campus environment. Table-1 illustrates this
limitation:

photo 1

- air cooled chiller

photo 2

- cooling tower

photo 3

- cooling tower pumps

Table-1: Delta T and Cooling Capacities
Pipe Size

Max GPM

Max Capacity DT=10

6”

800

340 Tons

540 Tons

8”

1,600

700 Tons

1,100 Tons

10”

2,500

1,100 Tons

1,700 Tons

Max Capacity DT=16

As shown, a 10” pipe can handle 1,100 Tons for
a Delta T of 10° but the same pipe can handle
1,700 Tons for Delta T of 16°. The existing
Multistack chillers can be retro-fitted for a
higher Delta T. The chiller plant can either be
expanded in the existing equipment yard (one
common central plant) or be expanded in two
locations (one existing and one to the south of
B Street). In either case, the existing equipment
can be reused. We also recommend converting
the entire chilled water system to a minimum
of 16° Delta T (i.e. 42°F - 58°F). This would
require some more analysis for the existing
chilled water coils for the existing air handling
units. This has been implemented successfully
on other college campuses.
Boiler Plant
As previously mentioned, the existing boiler
plant has plenty of capacity to accommodate
additional load. The same two options that
were discussed for the chiller plant also apply to
the boiler plant expansion.
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Figure 1: Chiller and Boiler Room General Arrangement Drawing
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photo 4

- outdoor equipment yard

photo 5

- outdoor equipment yard

photo 6

- connecting bridge
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Figure 2: Chilled Water Flow Diagram
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Figure 3: Heating Hot Water Piping System
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Electrical Report
We surveyed the existing conditions to verify
the Utility Companies infrastructure and
reviewed the proposed program for each new
building. Based on the gathered information,
we are offering the following description of the
scope of work that would be required for each
building to be served by the Utility Companies
and to be tied to the telecommunication campus
loop.

Block 2 – Building ‘2A’ Child Development
Center Building:
•

•

•

•

•

•

There are three existing building structures
(including building ‘F’) and a large parking
lot with several pole fixtures that will be
disconnected and demolished. The existing
utility services to building F will be removed
completely.
One SDG&E single phase transformer
will be required to power the existing
street and traffic lights located on the side
walks of 16th, 17th, B and C Streets. This
transformer will be located on the west side
of 17th Street side walk.
The building ‘2A’ SDG&E electrical service
will be a 800Amp-3Ph-480Volt powered
from a new SDG&E pad mount transformer
located on west side of 17th Street between
B and C Streets.
The building ‘2A’ telephone service will be
provided by installing (2) 4” conduits from
an existing telephone company pedestal
located on north side of C Street between
16th and 17th Streets.
The building ‘2A’ cable service will be
provided by installing (2) 4” conduits from
an existing cable company underground
pull box located on north side of C Street
between 16th and 17th Streets.
The building ‘2A’ will be tied to the
telecommunication loop with (4) 4”
conduits at the existing underground pull
box located at the north east corner of the
intersection between C and 16th Streets.

Block 3 – Building ‘3A’ General Purpose Classroom
Building:
• There are various existing buildings that will
be disconnected and removed completely
except one single phase transformer will be
required to power the existing street and
traffic lights along 15th, 16th Streets and
Broadway.
• The building ‘3A’ SDG&E electrical service
will be a 3,000Amp-3Ph-480Volt powered
from a new SDG&E pad mount transformer
located on the north side of Broadway
between 16th and 17th Streets.
• The building ‘3A’ telephone service will be
provided by installing (2) 4” conduits from
an existing telephone company pedestal
located on either the east side of 15th or
the west side of 16th Streets between C
Street and Broadway.
• The building ‘3A’ cable service will be
provided by installing (2) 4” conduits from
an existing cable company underground
pull box located on either the east side
of 15th or the west side of 16th Streets
between C Street and Broadway.
• The building ‘3A’ will be tied with (4) 4”
conduits to the telecommunication loop
by crossing C Street at the north west
corner of the intersection between C and
16th Streets. A new underground pull
box will require intercepting the existing
telecommunication loop conduits.

Block 4 – Building ‘4A’ Arts & Humanities
Building:
•

•

•

There is a large parking lot with several
pole fixtures that will be disconnected and
demolished.
There is a SDG&E easement along the
existing building ‘C’ west side. Refer to
Existing SDG&E Electrical Services Utility
Plan for additional information.
The building ‘4A’ SDG&E electrical service
will be a 2,500Amp-3Ph-480Volt powered
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•

•

•

from a new SDG&E pad mount transformer
located near two existing pad mount
SDG&E switches installed west of building
‘4A’ between B and C Streets.
The building ‘4A’ telephone service will
be provided by installing (2) 4” conduits
from an existing telephone company
underground pull box located on the north
side of C Street between 14th and 15th
Streets.
The building ‘4A’ cable service will be
provided by installing (2) 4” conduits from
an existing cable company underground
pull box located on the north side of C
Street between 14th and 15th Streets.
The building ‘4A’ will be tied to the
telecommunication loop with (4) 4”
conduits. Further investigation will be
required for determining the existing
telecommunication loop route and the
point of connection for building ‘4A’.

telecommunication loop with (4) 4”
conduits. Further investigation will be
required for determining the existing
telecommunication loop route and the
point of connection for building ‘4B’.

Block 5 – Building ‘5A’ Science Building:
•

•

•

•

Block 4 – Building ‘4B’ Business Technology
Building:
•

•

•

•
•
•

There is existing building (building ‘S’) and
a large parking lot with several pole fixtures
that will be disconnected and demolished.
Some of the existing utility services will be
extended and utilized for the new building
‘4B’.
There is a SDG&E easement along the
existing building ‘C’ west side. Refer to
Existing SDG&E Electrical Services Utility
Plan for additional information.
The building ‘4B’ SDG&E electrical service
will be 2,000Amp-3Ph-480Volt utilizing
the existing SDG&E infrastructure. The
SDG&E will evaluate if the existing SDG&E
transformer need to be replaced.
The building ‘4B’ telephone service will be
provided by extending the existing service.
The building ‘4B’ cable service will be
provided by extending the existing service.
The building ‘4B’ will be tied to the
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•

There is a large parking lot with several
pole fixtures that will be disconnected and
demolished.
The building ‘5B’ SDG&E electrical service
will be a 2,500Amp-3Ph-480Volt powered
from a new SDG&E pad mount transformer
located on north side of B Street east of
SDG&E easement.
The building ‘5B’ telephone service will
be provided by installing (2) 4” conduits
from an existing telephone company
underground pull box located on north side
of B Street near 16th Street.
The building ‘5B’ cable service will be
provided by installing (2) 4” conduits from
an existing cable company underground
pull box located on north side of B Street
near 16th Street.
The building ‘5B’ will be tied to the
telecommunication loop with (4) 4”
conduits. Further investigation will be
required for determining the existing
telecommunication loop route and the
point of connection for building ‘5B’.

provided from the existing building ‘T’ with
(2) 4” conduits.

Block 5 – Existing Building ‘T’:
•

•
•
•

The existing building ‘T’ will be remodeled,
its existing power equipment will be
upgraded.
The existing building ‘T’ telephone service
will remain.
The existing building ‘T’ cable service will
remain.
The building ‘T’ will be tied to the
telecommunication loop with (4) 4”
conduits. Further investigation will be
required for determining the existing
telecommunication loop route and the
point of connection for building ‘T’.

The above information will help you and the
Owner have on having a better understanding
for the dry utility (Electrical, Telephone, Cable
and Campus Telecommunication) scope of work
required for the San Diego City College Facilities
Master Plan.

Block 5 – Building ‘5B’ Parking Structure:
•

•

•

•

There is a large parking lot with several
pole fixtures that will be disconnected and
demolished.
There is a SDG&E easement along the
existing building ‘T’ and building ‘5A’.
Refer to Existing SDG&E Electrical Services
Utility Plan for additional information.
The building ‘5A’ will be served from the
existing building ‘T’ with a 400Amp-3Ph208Volt feeder.
The building ‘5A’ telephone system will be
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Section 5

Individual Block Exhibits
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Block 1 ° Career Technology 		
		
Center
Located on Block 1, the Career Technology
Center houses the Nursing, Cosmotology
and Photography programs, and includes
classroom space, laboratories, a 120 seat
lecture hall, “salon-like” environments for the
Cosmotology program and associated faculty
offices and support space. In addition, a
portion of the main and basement levels are the
location of the Campus Police Headquarters.
The site is shared with a small existing
structure, and new 11 storey, 700 stall parking
structure. This parking facility will serve
CTC, in addition to providing much needed
parking on the eastern half of the Campus.

Figure 1 - northeast corner at the intersection of C street and 16th Street.

Outdoor space is provided as a plaza
located at the southwest corner of the
block, providing gathering space for the
CTC Building, and a visual gateway into City
College as approached from East Village.

Russ Blvd

B Street
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Figure 2 - view along 16th Street.
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Key Plan

16th Street

Site Plan - NTS

15th Street

C Street
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section B-B
1” = 100’

b

Block 2 ° Child Development
		
Center
		
30,000 g.s.f. *
arts & humanities
building

F.F.E. 55.50’

arts & humanities
building

F.F.E. 76.00’
F.F.E. 86.50’

Block 2 is composed of two structures; a new
30,000 g.s.f. Child Development Center, a 3
storey building slated for future expansion. arts & humanities

F.F.E. 101.50’
business technology

building

section B-B
1” = 100’

section A-A
1” = 100’
a

F.F.E. 71.50’

a

section A-A
1” = 100’

F.F.E. 86.50’

Program for the CDC includes classroom space,
academic spaces, faculty and related supports
spaces, and 2 outdoor play areas. This 2 storey
building is intended to replace the existing CDC,
currently located on the northern edge of the site.

F.F.E. 71.50’
business technology
general
classroom
building

b

plan - level 1
1” = 100’

section A-A
1” = 100’

arts & humanities
building
parking structure

plan - level 2
1” = 100’

plan - level 3
1”= 100’

parking structure
* assumes architectural
articulation general
will
classroom building
reduce this figure to the programmed
limit.

business technology

s

plan - level 4
1”= 100’

section B-B
1” = 100’

section B-B
1” = 100’

parking structure
child development
center
parking structure
general
classroom
building

parking structure
cdc

general
classroom building

child development
center

parking structure

F.F.E. 116.50’

section B
1” = 10

section A-Asection A-A
1” = 100’ 1” = 100’

section B-B
1” = 100’

Russ Blvd

future expansion

parking structure
child development
center

science
building

parking structure

plan - level 5
1” = 100’

cdc

child development
center

science building

parking structure

“T”
building

B Street

science bui
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science building

science
building

section B-B
1” = 100’
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science building

Key Plan

16th Street

section B-B
1” = 100’

section A-A
1” = 100’

15th Street

C Street
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“T”
building

parking structure
parking structure

science building

science building

arts & humanities
building

b

Block 3 ° General Classroom 		
		
Building

arts & humanities
building

		
		

section B-B
1” = 100’

F.F.E. 60.50’

A new general purpose classroom building,
adjacent parking structure is
located on Block 3. This 6 storey building
is programmed to include a Family Health
Center servicing the larger community, College
Health services, a corporate education facility,
classrooms and retail space. The adjacent
parking structure contains approximately
425 stalls, and is a total of 6 levels, of which
3 are subsurface at C Street. Vehicle access
is from 15th Street, while pedestrian access
is at the corner of C Street and 16th Street.

section A-A
with an
1” = 100’

F.F.E. 71.00’

a

& humanities
F.F.E. arts
81.50’
building

a

b

plan - level 1
1” = 100’

section A-A
1” = 100’

F.F.E. 92.00’

F.F.E. 86.00’
21,600 gsf

F.F.E. 71.00’
21,600 gsf

business technology

plan - level 2
1” = 100’

F.F.E. 101.00’
& humanities
sectionartsB-B
21,600 gsf
building
1” = 100’
plan - level 3
1” = 100’

business technology

plan - level 4
1” = 100’

business technology

general
classroom
building

108,000 g.s.f. *
Parking - 123,250 g.s.f. *

parking structure

F.F.E.
113.00’

parking structure

general
classroom building

arts & h
bu

The classroom building fronts onto 16th
Street and Broadway, with a main entry
to the facility on the northeast corner of
the block. This entry is located such that
section B-B
traffic between Block 3 and the
1” = pedestrian
100’
rest of the Campus occurs at a designated
crosswalk at the corner of C and 16th Streets.

* assumes architectural articulation will
reduce this figure to the programmed limit.
section A-A
section A-A
1” = 100’1” = 100’

section B-B
1” = 100’

future expansion

F.F.E. 102.50’
parking structure

Russ Blvd

parking structure

child development
center

cdc

F.F.E. 116.00’
21,600 gsf

B Street

section B-B
1” = 100’section B-B
1” = 100’

plan - level 6
1” = 100’

C Street

Key Plan

parking structure
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science building

science
building

general
classroom build

parking structure

child development
center
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cdc
“T”
building

science building

section A-A
1” = 100’

science building

16th Street

plan - level 5
1” = 100’

section A-A
1” = 100’

parking structure

15th Street

F.F.E. 101.00’
21,600 gsf

child development
generalcenter
classroom
building

parking structure
child development
center
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parking

central plant

Block 4 ° Conceptual Plan
Arts and Humanities - 108,900 g.s.f. *
Business Technology - 60,800 g.s.f. *
Block 4 is the heart of the Arts Precinct. Situated between B and C Streets, and bordered on its eastern edge by 16th Street,
and includes the Arts and Humanities Building, and the Business Technology Building.

The Arts and Humanities Building defines the
southern edge of Block 4, and works in tandem
with the Business Technology Building to articulate a Campus Gateway at the corner of C and
16th Streets. The Business Technology BuildEXPANSION
ing is a three storey, FUTURE
L-shaped building
with its
F.F.E.
82.00’
main building entry facing the
landscaped
corner of C and 16th Streets. This corner, defined
by these two buildings, is intended to be a primary gateway to the Campus from the south,
and an entrance to the landscaped courtyard
of the Arts Precinct beyond. This courtyard is
intended to serve students and faculty using
these buildings, as well as provide access to
the main body of the Campus via a new stair
at the southeast corner of C building, connecting the courtyard level and Curran Plaza.

BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
BUILDING
F.F.E. 76.00’

existing service lane

walkway above

sculpture garden

fire lane

Additional parking is made avilable CHILD
on C
CARE
Street in the Arts & Humanities Building. AcFACILITY
cessible access is provided via building elF.F.E. 70.00’
evators in the Arts and Humanities Building,
and the elevated walkway to Curran Plaza.
* assumes architectural articulation will reduce this figure to the programmed limit.

kiln yard

service yard

ARTS & HUMANITIES
BUILDING
F.F.E. 91.00’

building
above

b stre

ARTS & HUMANITIES
BUILDING
F.F.E. 76.00’

Russ Blvd

CHILD CARE
FACILITY
F.F.E. 70.00’

B Street

San Diego Community College District

street
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street

16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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c stre

Block 4 ° Conceptual Landscape
		
Plan
The landscape and pedestrian space
in Block 4 seeks to provide a portal to
the district, a central gathering area, a
sculpture court and a transition up to
the B Street Plaza and the remainder of
campus. The primary entry court at the
northwest corner of C and 16th Streets
provides locations for gathering and
waiting, as well as directional signage.
Large planters provide both seat walls and
grade transitions. The small plaza unites
the building entries and allows a transition
to the upper level gathering space.
The large oval gathering area promotes an
open, informal courtyard in the core of the
district. It is surrounded by seating clusters
and is bisected by circulation links that
provide connections to the major building
entries. West of the gathering court, an
informal path rises up the slope and through
the trees to cross over B Street, providing
a transition between the various districts.
The 15th Street corridor continues into
campus as primarily a pedestrian way, with
occasional emergency/service vehicles. A
sculpture court is on the north side of the
Arts & Humanities Building’s west wing,
suitable for lay down or outdoor exhibits.

Russ Blvd

B Street
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16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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Block 4 ° Arts and Humanities
		

F.F.E. 76.00’
13,500 gsf

service yard

F.F.E. 91.00’
13,500 gsf

F.F.E. 91.00’
45 parking stalls

a

a

plan - level 1
1” = 100’

b

108,900 g.s.f.*

The Arts and Humanities building is
located on the southern edge of Block
4, and includes one level of subsurface
parking and 5 levels of programmed space.
The parking level contains 47 spaces, of
which 10 are accessible. The programmed
space includes studios for visual arts and
graphic design, three 40 person lecture
classrooms, a 120 person lecture hall and
related faculty offices and support spaces.

plan - level 2
1” = 100’

sculpture garden

F.F.E. 106.00’
27,300 gsf

plan - level 3
1” = 100’

b

The exterior usable space includes a service
yard with direct street access from C Street,
an adjacent kiln yard accessible from the
parking level, and a sculpture garden along
the northern edge of the building which is
intended to operate as an outdoor porch,
providing a display space for student work,
and a gathering place for students and faculty.

F.F.E. 121.00’
27,300 gsf

kiln yard

plan - level 4
1” = 100’

The building is connected to the C building
at Level 4 with an elevated walkway,
which is a part of the accessible path of
travel from the building to the C building,
Curran Plaza and the campus at large.

F.F.E. 121.00’
27,300 gsf

* assumes architectural articulation will
reduce this figure to the programmed limit.

plan - level 5
1” = 100’

Russ Blvd

B Street

arts & humanities
building

arts & humanities
building

arts & humanities
building

arts & humanities
building

section B-B
1” = 100’
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section A-A
1” = 100’
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section A-A
1” = 100’

16th Street

Key Plan
section B-B
1” = 100’

15th Street

C Street
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Block 4 ° Business Technology 		
		

b

This building plays an important role in
defining the character of Block 4, both within
the context of the Arts Precinct, and the larger
Campus identity. The building mass helps to
define the eastern-most edge of the campus
along B street – a major campus gateway
experienced by vehicular traffic entering
the city from the east. The building’s main
entrance, at the corner of C and 16th Streets
helps to form a pedestrian entry to the
Campus from Blocks 1& 3 and the parking
structures (which provide a combined 1225
parking stalls) that service the wider Campus.

a

plan - level 1
1” = 100’

b

plan - level 2
1” = 100’

plan - level 3
1” = 100’

arts & humanities
building

arts & humanities
building

arts & humanities
building

section B-B
1” = 100’

section A-A
1” = 100’

section B-B
1” = 100’

1” = 100’

business technology

arts & humanities
building

business technology

section A-A
1” = 100’

* assumes architectural articulation will
reduce this figure section
to theA-Aprogrammed limit.

business technology
arts & humanities
building

section A-A
1” = 100’

Russ Blvd

B Street

section B-B
1” = 100’

C Street

parking structure
general
classroom
building

parking structure

parking structure
general
classroom
building

general
classroom building
general
classroom building

business technology

Key Plan

section B-B
1” = 100’
16th Street

arts & humanities
building

a

15th Street

F.F.E. 76.00’
14,000 gsf

Located on the northeast corner of Block 4, the
three storey Business and Technology Building
includes facilities for SIFE, (Students in Free
Enterprise) computer labs, classroom and lecture
halls, and associated faculty and support spaces.

F.F.E. 106.00’
23,400 gsf

F.F.E. 91.00’
23,400 gsf

60,800 g.s.f. *

parking structure
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section B-B
1” = 100’

section B-B
1” = 100’

section A-A
1” = 100’
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section A-A
1” = 100’

future expansion

parking structure

Block 5 ° Conceptual Plan

russ blvd.

Science Building - 107,500 g.s.f. *
Parking - 97,550 g.s.f. * (w/ 4th floor
				
addition)
Located between B Street and Russ Boulevard,
and bordered by 16th Street on its eastern edge,
Block 5 completes the northeastern portion of
the campus and forms the core of the Science
Precinct. Its component parts are a proposed
Science Building, a new parking structure,
and renovation of the existing “T” building.

PARKING
STRUCTURE
F.F.E. 112.00’

“T” BUILDING
F.F.E. 108.00’

fire lane

SCIENCE BUILDING
F.F.E. 109.00’

The buildings are oriented around a central
open space with walkways linking the buildings
to rest of the Campus via an existing stair next
to the central plant, and a proposed vertical
circulation core attached to a renovated
“T” Building. A new service yard/loading
area between “T” and “A” Buildings, with
access from Russ Blvd, will reduce vehicular
traffic through the site to the central plant.
Access from the parking structure at the corner of
Russ Blvd and 16th Street is via pedestrian path
mid-block which wraps around the central green
space and connects to the main Campus stair.
* assumes architectural articulation will
reduce this figure to the programmed limit.

connect to existing
walkway system

SCIENCE
BUILDING
F.F.E. 90.00’
Russ Blvd

B Street

central plant
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16th Street

Key Plan

15th Street

C Street
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b street

Block 5 ° Conceptual Landscape
		
Plan
The landscape and pedestrian space in
Block 5 seeks to create a portal into campus from the surrounding parking structures, facilitate the dispersal of pedestrians
from these parking reservoirs and tie new
science and engineering buildings into the
campus core. The B Street Corridor is heavily landscaped to match its counterpart on
Block 4 and form a vehicular portal into
the campus from the east. A plaza and
gathering area marks the campus entry at
the corner of B Street and 16th Streets and
initiates the corridor to the campus core.
A secondary access moves pedestrians
east/west between the two wings of the
Science buildings. Patios mark the entries to the various buildings and are connected to these spines. At the core is a
large, casual open space, providing sun
and leisure areas for recreation or outdoor
study. As in Block 4, the western edge
has a substantial grade change up to the
remainder of campus. Vertical circulation
is provided by stairs and elevators, using
the internal circulation of the T Building.
This space is marked by cascading planters to indicate its importance on campus.
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Block 5 ° Science Building
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general
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The Science Building is located on the southeast corner of Block 5, and is comprised of
two wings that are set perpendicular to each
other, linked by a bridge spanning the campus
entry from 16th Street. The southern wing
helps to define a “gateway” to the Campus
at the intersection of B and 16th Streets. The
main building entry is located at this intersection and is cut back from the corner to provide
pedestrian access across the Science Precinct
green space to the main Campus stair at building “L” which links to the rest of the campus.
parking structure

general
classroom
building
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* assumes architectural articulation will
reduce this figure to the programmed limit.
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The program for this building includes
wet and dry laboratories and associated support spaces, classrooms, faculty offices, and related support areas.
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The parking structure on the northern edge
of Block 5 addresses the urgent need for additional parking facilities, and in particular on
the eastern edge of the Campus. This four
storey building contains 320 stalls, of which 14
stalls are accessible, and is accessed from Russ
Blvd on Level 1 and 16th Street on Level 2.
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Block 5 ° “T” Building Renovation
		
125,300 g.s.f. *
loading dock
accessible by
“T” and “A”
Buildings

The “T” Building is an existing building
located at the northern edge of Block 5.
Built in 1955, it is one of the oldest buildings
on Campus, and poses a unique set of
challenges in terms of future use. A structural
analysis of the building (see Appendix) has
determined that the building is structurally
sound, and may be re-purposed into a more
efficient, functioning building on Campus.
It is assumed that the structure of the existing
building will remain, but the interior will be
gutted and re-ordered into a more efficient plan,
and a fourth floor added. A proposed central
circulation spine with secondary access corridors
will connect to the existing exterior circulation
system, and the two elevated walkways that
link the building to the campus. A central
atrium space will provide natural light and air,
and a view through the building, eastward
from the walkway connecting to “A” Building.
plan - level 1
1” = 100’

plan - level 2
1” = 100’

plan - level 3
1” = 100’

The existing exterior elevator, and southeastern
stair will be replaced with a circulation and
service core at the southeast corner. This
core will perform double duty as part of the
accessible circulation route for the campus, and
iconic architectural element for the Campus.
The renovation on the exterior of this corner
will also include the addition of a screening
element which wraps around the corner
along the east façade and visually engages
with the open space of the Science Precinct.
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